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Ageing as a price of cooperation and
complexity

Self-organization of complex systems causes the gradual deterioration of
constituent networks
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Csaba Sőti and Peter Csermely*
Department of Medical Chemistry, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary
The network concept is increasingly used for the
description of complex systems. Here, we summarize
key aspects of the evolvability and robustness of the
hierarchical network set of macromolecules, cells,
organisms and ecosystems. Listing the costs and ben-
efits of cooperation as a necessary behaviour to build
this network hierarchy, we outline the major hypothesis
of the paper: the emergence of hierarchical complexity
needs cooperation, leading to the ageing (i.e. gradual
deterioration) of the constituent networks. A stable envir-
onment develops cooperation, leading to over-optimiza-
tion, and formation of an ‘always-old’ network, which
accumulates damage, and dies in an apoptosis-like pro-
cess. A rapidly changing environment develops compe-
tition, forming a ‘forever-young’ network, which may
suffer an occasional over-perturbation, exhausting sys-
tem resources, and causing death in a necrosis-like
process. Giving a number of examples, we demonstrate
how cooperation evokes the gradual accumulation of
damage typical of ageing. Finally, we show how various
forms of cooperation and consequent ageing emerge as
key elements in all major steps of evolution, from the
formation of protocells to the establishment of the glo-
balized, modern human society.
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Introduction: evolvability, robustness and
ageing of hierarchical networks

The network approach has proven to be a highly efficient tool

to describe various levels of the hierarchical organization of

complex systems, from macromolecules to the currently

emerging worldwide social networks. The description of a

network requires the identification of separable subsets of the

system as network elements, and a catalogue of their
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interactions as network contacts or links. In most of the

cases, network elements themselves can be perceived as

networks. Thus, as elements of social networks, human

individuals are networks of organs and cells, cells are

networks of proteins and proteins are networks of amino

acids. Networks display a lot of rather general properties,

such as:
(a) s
mall-worldness, meaning the existence of short path-

ways between most network elements;
(b) th
e existence of hubs, which have a much higher number

of neighbours than the average;
(c) a
 modular structure, which organizes networks into var-

ious overlapping groups;
(d) th
e co-existence of strong and weak links, in which the

link-strength is usually defined as the real, physical

strength of the connection or as the probability of inter-

actions and
(e) th
e existence of a network skeleton, which is the subset of

the most important pathways in the network.
Regretfully, the scope of the current paper does not allow

us to give exact definitions and a detailed description of all

these network properties, therefore, the reader is referred to a

number of recent reviews for more details.(1–4)

In the previous list of network properties, almost all general

network features refer to a structural, topological description

of networks. However, an even more important task is the

characterization of network dynamics, which has become a

centrepiece of network studies in the last couple of years.

Networks continuously accommodate novel members and

lose their original elements, as well as build, erase and

rearrange their links. Networks may even undergo a profound

structural reorganization, called topological phase transition,

during which they experience a large change in the resources

providing the energy to maintain their links, or suffer a large

stress, i.e. an abrupt change in the number and magnitude of

perturbations arriving from the network environment and

disturbing their original structure.(1–7)
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Box 1: Phenotypic, functional robustness of biologi-

cal networks.

Robustness of biological networks at the level of network

function (i.e. at the level of the phenotype of the complex

system described by the network) is helped by a number of

mechanisms.

1. Strong links (meaning intensive, high probability, high

affinity interactions) often form negative or positive

feedbacks helping the biological system to return to

the original state (attractor) or jump to another, respec-

tively. This systems control enables the system to

move between two stable states.

2. The contribution ofweak links (meaning non-intensive,

low probability, low affinity interactions) is more dif-

fuse. Weak links provide (i) alternative, redundant,

degenerate pathways; (ii) flexible connections disjoin-

ing network modules to block perturbations and re-

assembling the modules in a slightly altered fashion

and (iii) additional, yet unknownmechanisms buffering

the effects of the original perturbation further, and de-

coupling physical perturbations from functional activ-

ities. We must note that weak links grossly outnumber

strong links in cellular networks, which may often

make the effects of their fail-safe mechanisms larger

than those of negative or positive feedbacks.

3. Finally, robustness of cellular networks is also helped

by an increased average robustness of their elements

(e.g. proteins), which, most of the time, are networks

by themselves.(2,12)
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Structural changes in biological networks often occur in

response toanovelstimulus in theenvironment,especially if the

stimulus is repeatedly experienced. This adaptation of network

structure due to the environmental signals – which is similar to

the training of artificial neural networks – can be perceived as a

learning process. The plasticity of a network enabling these

adaptivechangescanbedescribedasnetworkevolvability. In its

more restricted and original sense, the evolvability of a

biological system is the capacity of the system to generate a

heritable phenotypic variation.(2,8,9) Evolvability is by itself an

inheritable property,(10,11) which shows that the plasticity of

biological networks is a key, carefully regulated feature of the

accommodation that occurs in response to the magnitude,

speed, rhythmandunexpectednessof environmental changes.

The evolvability of a network (i.e. in this broader sense its

potential to produce and accommodate innovations, changing

the properties of the complex system) is balanced by network

robustness. Robustness and evolvability at the level of network

structure display a rather antagonistic relationship. In stark

contrast with structural robustness, robustness at the level of

network function (i.e. at the level of the phenotype of the

complex system encoded by the network, Box 1) does not

hinder, but actually may even promote the evolvability of the

network structure.(12) Recent studies show that variable

network structures displaying a robust phenotype can, in a

step-by-step manner, access large amounts of structural

variation, avoiding the penalty of natural selection.(13,14)

However, there is an intricate balance in biological systems,

which is necessary tomaintain their functional robustness, and

to allow the chance of an evolutionary change, by preserving

their evolvability. The interplay of evolvability-mediated innova-

tions and the buffering effects of functional robustness often

leads to jumps between stability islands causing a bi-stable or

biphasic network behaviour, in which two markedly different

functional states of the network are muchmore populated than

any of the myriads of potential states between them.(15)

In this paper, we consider ageing from the network

sense.(16–18) We define ageing as the gradual phenotypic

appearance of the consequences of the sub-optimal condi-

tions caused by the sub-optimal distribution of the available

resources of the complex system between its sub-systems.

We list the most common consequences of sub-optimal sub-

system conditions below:
� d
65
ecline of costly repair systems;
� a
ccumulation of damage;
� in
crease in noise;
� d
ecrease in complexity;
� d
eterioration of network plasticity;
� lo
ss of adaptation potential.

Due to (1) the plethora of possible segregations of the

various sub-systems; (2) the numerous solutions to the sub-
2

optimal resource distribution between sub-systems and (3)

the improbably high number of possible scenarios for the way

in which the sub-optimal resource distribution will gradually

affect sub-system functions, ageing has been increasingly

perceived as one of the most complex phenomena of

biological systems. Various ageing theories exist, which

highlight one or another type of sub-optimal resource

distribution as a cause of the ageing process.
� A
ccording to the antagonistic pleiotropy theory of ageing,

genes that are preferable during early development

become detrimental at later stages. This shows a sub-

optimal resource distribution at various stages of the life-

cycle.
� T
he disposable soma theory of ageing highlights the relo-

cation of resources from somatic maintenance towards

increased fertility.
� T
he ‘network theory of ageing’ describes the balance

between various types of damage and repair mechanisms

in the special case of the ageing of cellular systems,
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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accommodating a multitude of sub-optimal resource dis-

tribution scenarios.(16–19)

From the general approach of sub-optimal resource

distribution as a major cause of ageing, it is clear that ageing

(in this network sense) will not occur if the system enjoys

unlimited resources. However, this is a rather unlikely scenario

at its extreme form. A good compromise allowing a close-to-

optimal function and maintenance of all sub-systems may be

regarded as a form of successful, healthy ageing, which

avoidsmost of the accumulating damage caused by the usual,

sub-optimal resource distribution.

In the following sections of the paper, we will show that

cooperation of the constituent networks is necessary to build

up the hierarchical network structure from macromolecules to

the globalized social network. We will describe the costs of

this beneficial cooperation in a number of examples. We then

outline our central hypothesis that cooperation leads to an

additional, previously unrecognized cost: the gradual dete-

rioration of sub-systems typical to the ageing process; and

finally we will show the generality of this statement by

pinpointing potential ageing phenomena in the constituent

networks at each major step of evolution,(20) starting with the

formation of the protocell, through the development of

coordinated replication, transcription and protein synthesis,

the establishment of the eukaryotic cell, sexual proliferation,

differentiated multicellular organisms, animal social groups

and, finally, human societies.
Cooperation: costs, benefits and the
emergence of hierarchical complexity

Cooperation is a joint action for a common goal, which requires

information exchange and strategy adjustment from the

participating partners. Development of cooperation between

the constituent networks is a key step inmanymajor transitions

inevolution.(20)Game theorydescribesanumberof biologically

relevant examples, in which cooperation provides a smaller

income for all participating agents than theopposingbehaviour,

cheating or defection. However, in a large subset of these

games, called social dilemmas, the limited private income of

cooperators, i.e. the cost of cooperation, is paralleled by the

maximization of overall income for the whole cooperating

community. Howcan selfish replicators forgo a part of their own

replication potential, and use their resources to help each

other? Various examples of repeated games restricted to

neighbours in a network context show that several highly

interrelated mechanisms help the survival of cooperation: e.g.

kin-selection; direct reciprocity; indirect reciprocity; network

reciprocity or group-selection.(21–24)

Let us illustrate the costs of cooperation on the rather

extreme example of self-destructive cooperation. Here,
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
cooperation has an especially high price: the loss of

reproduction or death of the cooperating individual upon

offering a higher accessibility of public good for the overall

population. Obviously, the sacrifice of self-destructive coop-

eration can be typical only to a limited fragment of the whole

population, since otherwise it would lead to a general

extinction.(25) A number of examples of self-destructive

cooperation, from bacterial lysis to examples of human

behaviour, are listed in Box 2.(26–33) Interestingly, even

general, network-related benefits of cooperative behaviour

can be perceived as special forms of self-destructive

cooperation. Cooperators must form cooperation-enriched

islands to survive, and the existence of hubs may also

overcome the temptation to defect.(21–24,34,35) If we consider

the costs of maintaining a network contact, both the

emergence of densely connected islands and – especially

– hubs (i.e. network marvels, who have countless numbers of

acquaintances) may also be perceived as a rather costly, and

in part, even self-destructive act, since these individuals

certainly have less energy and time for their own offspring.

Cooperation was necessary to build the growing layers of

embedded network hierarchy including the emergence of

eukaryotic cells, multicellularity and eusociality.(20) Recently

Michod(36) developed a plausible model to show that, in case

of a hierarchical network, cooperation transposes fitness from

the lower level (e.g. from the costs of the individual cells) to the

higher level (e.g. to the benefits of the multicellular assembly)

and in this way it may extend the ‘fitness-window’, offering

novel means of survival. In these non-zero-sum games,

cooperation acts as a mediator of conflict, reducing the

selection inside the organism or group and increasing the

selection between organisms. A similar effect has been

mentioned before, called group-selection.(23) The recent work

of Efferson et al.(37) demonstrates the same transposure of

fitness from the individuals to their social group, showing that

cultural processes (e.g. the introduction of discriminating

markers for group identification) can favour the evolution of

previously unfavourable behavioural traits, like altruistic

cooperation. We will show the consequences of such

fitness-transposure scenarios on the network structure and

cooperation behaviour in a later section describing ‘ageing as

a consequence of cooperation’.

The importance of cooperation between the elements of

growing layers of the hierarchical complexity of biological

systems can be perceived as an effort of the self-organizing

complex systems to become more autonomous by building in

an increased amount of complexity and flexibility,(38) aswell as

to stabilize as large a segment of their environment as

possible. An example of this latter behaviour is the network-

building property of horizontally transferred genes in the

host’s regulatory network.(39) However, the preservation of

the evolvability of the system requires the preservation of

non-cooperating, creative network elements as sources of
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Box 2: Examples of self-destructive cooperation.

1. Bacterial virulence factors leading to destruction by

the innate immune system

� Salmonella typhimurium Type III secretion systems

and flagella enhancing gut inflammation and coloni-

zation.(26)

2. Bacterial lysis

� Streptococcus pneumoniae pneumolysin helping

lung colonization.(27)

� Clostridium difficile TcdA enhancing gut inflammation

and colonization.(28)

3. Bacterial quorum sensing leading to reduction of

virulence

� Pseudomonas aeruginosa LasR quorum sensing regu-

lator enhancing survival in dense populations.(29,30)

4. Yeast invertase enzyme secretion

� Saccharomyces cerevisiae Suc2 invertase secretion

enhancing the availability of glucose.(31)

5. Hara-kiri of neutrophil granulocytes

� Neutrophils kill themselves by releasing extracellular

structures of chromatin and granule proteins called

neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), to capture and

kill invading bacteria.(32)

6. Animal infertility

� Workers of insect colonies enhancing offspring sur-

vival.

7. Alarm calls

� Several animals, e.g. marmots, risk self-sacrifice

warning other members of their community on the

appearance of a predator.(33)

8. Soldiers’ heroism

9. Altruism of nuns, monks and catholic priests

10. Blood donation

11. Charity donations

Inmanyof the above examples, the benefit is not evident at

the level of the immediate community of the self-

destructive cooperator, but becomes manifest at one or

more levels higher in the hierarchical complexity of

networks. As an additional example of these multilayer

effects, we may consider antibodies ‘altruistic’ when they

sacrifice themselves co-degrading with the antigen for the

health of the hosting organism living at least two levels

higher in the hierarchical complexity.

Hypotheses H. J. M. Kiss et al.
innovation and network plasticity. These creative elements are

exemplified by the active centres of enzymes, molecular

chaperones in cells, stem cells of complex organisms or

creative persons in social networks. Creative elements

perform a random sampling of the whole network, and

provide flexible links between variable network communities.

The continuous jumps of creative elements exclude their
654
prolonged cooperation with any of the constituent network

groups.(34,40)
Two evolutionary strategies of survival:
co-occurrence of cooperation and ageing

In the following two sections, we outline our major hypothesis

arguing that cooperation has amore general cost besides that

of self-destructive cooperation previously mentioned: ageing

in the network sense of gradual deterioration of the

cooperating units. First, we summarize twomajor evolutionary

strategies of survival, called small and big phenotypes at the

level of various individuals,(41) or r/K-strategies at the level of

ecosystems.(42) We show that in the slow and efficient small

phenotypes (K-strategists) cooperative behaviour leads to a

prolonged accumulation of damage typical to the ageing

process. Continuing the examples of simultaneous ageing

and cooperation, we show that anti-ageing homologues are

significantly enriched among the ‘non-cooperative/cheater

genes’ of the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum.(43)

As we mentioned before, complex systems often show

biphasic behaviour. Our first example of cooperation-related

ageing is the small phenotype of the small and big phenotype-

pair present in humans and a wide range of other organisms,

summarized recently by Bateson et al.(41) In this dual strategy,

small phenotypes with small size and slow metabolism

become accommodated to adverse circumstances, while big

phenotypes may enjoy a larger size and a rapid metabolism

due to more abundant resources. With a large individual

variation, small phenotypes have a small number of offspring,

cooperate in their nursing and have a long-life expectancy.

Here, ageing is a typical process. On the contrary, individuals

of the big phenotype have a larger number of offspring and are

competitive. Here, ageing is not a typical process. Caloric

restriction has been shown to prolong life, providing the

chance for a typical ageing process. Caloric restriction also

induces a reduction in competition-related fertility, and closely

resembles the transition of the big! small phenotype

behaviour.(44,45) However, this transition is not immediate,

but may require as many as three generations for comple-

tion.(41) Ageing of the small phenotypes might be a simple

consequence of their longer life, since the typical deterioration

signs of ageing may simply not occur during a shorter

lifespan. However, we hypothesize that in the resource-

restricted environment of small phenotypes, the cooperation-

based sub-optimal resource allocation gives sub-optimal,

degradation-prone conditions for many individuals, while big

phenotypes may enjoy the abundance of resources without

self- or community-imposed limitations.

A similar dual strategy can also be observed at one level

higher in the network hierarchy, that of ecosystems. The

well-known r/K selection theory of ecology describes the
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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emergence of two types of individuals: (1) r-strategists

produce a lot of offspring, each of which has a relatively

low probability of surviving to adulthood, and occupies every

available niche, while (2) K-strategists live in crowded niches

investing a lot into their relatively few offspring, which have a

high probability of survival to adulthood. K-strategists often

enjoy long-life expectancies and populate relatively stable and

predictable environments.(42) K-strategists tightly cooperate

within their group, e.g. family. On the contrary, r-strategists

competitively explore the whole environment. Exponentially

growing bacteria, yeast and stem cells are typical

r-strategists, as cooperation is not prevalent and the short-

life expectancy does not allow the accumulation of massive

age-related damage. Moreover, yeast and stem cell

r-strategists often ‘shed’ damaged proteins and other

cellular components by asymmetric cell division, which

segregates most of the damaged material to mother-cells,

producing a ‘fresh’ daughter-cell as an offspring.(46,47)

r-strategists often die non-predictably and abruptly, and do

not age in the predictable and long-term sense of the

phenomenon. On the contrary, K-strategists, while enjoying a

long life and cooperating to protect and raise their offspring,

accumulate damage to an extent that r-strategists never

reach. Moreover, K-strategists have to use the limited

resources very efficiently, since cooperation brings self- or

community-imposed limitations causing sub-optimal, degra-

dation-prone conditions for many individuals, while r-strate-

gists competitively explore, and inefficiently use the

abundance of resources. Similarly to the transitions of the

big and small phenotypes mentioned above, the ratio of r- and

K-strategies may also change according to the environment.

Moreover, many organisms may also display an intermediate

state. As an example of this, mice and other rodents can
Table 1. General properties of the two major evolutionary strategies of

Property

Global, l

(big phen

Level of cooperation Low

Use of resources Inefficient

Community-control Loose

Community-imposed limitations Low

Prolonged, sub-optimal existence Rare

Ageing Atypical (if e

Death Unpredictab

Fluctuation, noise, creativity High

Efficiency of solving simple, goal-oriented tasks Low

Sustainability in a changing environment High

Status and fate in a stable environment

with a low intensity of input, resources

Gradual, sto

and unpre

Status and fate in an unstable environment

with a high intensity of input, resources

Optimal

Summary of strategy ‘Forever-you
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mostly be categorized as r-strategists, while showing many of

the aspects of cooperation and ageing.

An interesting example of the r!K-strategy change is the

change in the soil microbial community after meadow

mowing. A mown meadow allows the growth of competing

r-strategist microbes, due to the enriched resources provided

by the smaller consumption of resources by the mown grass.

On the contrary, an un-mownmeadow has a predominance of

cooperating K-strategist microbes due to the intensified

competition with the surrounding grass for resources.(48) The

mown! un-mown; r-!K-strategy transition resembles well

the transition of caloric restriction – observed now at the

community level.

We summarize the major properties of the two dualities –

small and big individuals – as well as of r- and K-

strategists(41,42) in Table 1. The competitive strategy may

appear as a big phenotype at the level of the individual, and as

an r-strategist at the level of the whole ecosystem.

Conversely, the cooperative strategy usually appears as a

small phenotype at the level of the individual, and as a

K-strategist at the level of the ecosystem. Competition is

global and the resulting network is loose due to the speedy

proliferation and network expansion of big/r-strategists. On

the contrary, cooperation is local and the resulting network is

tight due to the slow, restricted, sparing life of small/

K-strategists. The local character of cooperation is also in

agreement with the preference of cooperating local islands as

described before.(21,24,34)

As a summary of this comparison, competing big

individuals, or r-strategists, remain fast-growing, expanding,

inefficient, ‘forever-young’ organisms, and achieve their

success in this way. On the contrary, cooperating small

individuals, or K-strategists, behave as slow, wise, farseeing,
survival: the association of cooperation and ageing

oose competition

otype, r-strategist)

Local, tight cooperation

(small phenotype, K-strategist)

High

Efficient

Tight

Large

Prevalent

xisting: fast) Typical, long

le Predictable

Low

High

Low

chastic disintegration

dictable death

Optimal

Accumulation of damage, ageing

leading to a predictable death

ng’ ‘Always-old’
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efficient, ‘always-old’ organisms, and achieve their success in

this way.

As we noted before, most of the time none of the

above strategies exist in pure form. In agreement with the

general picture outlined before, the transition between the

global competition! local cooperation resembles to the

previously mentioned topological phase transition of networks

occurring during the reduction of resources, i.e. in times of

prolonged stress.(5–7) As an extension of this analogy, in

simple game models, environmental stress promoted coop-

eration even under circumstances in which cooperative

behaviour was too costly and was avoided in normal

conditions.(49)
Co-occurrence of cheating and
anti-ageing genes

To provide a second example showing the correlation of

ageing with cooperative behaviour, we analysed the recently

described D. discoideum model, in which a rich genetic

background of asocial, defecting, cheater (or cooperating,

loser) mutants was uncovered allowing the hosting amoebas

to produce more (or less) than their fair share of spores in

mixed colonies.(43) We have searched for the homologues of

these genes and determined whether these homologous

genes had been demonstrated to play any role in the ageing

process. The results are summarized in Table 2. We found six

cheater genes, the synaptogenic Unc-10,(50) the stem cell-

and NMDA receptor-related Nfyc/NARG2,(51,52) a member of

the old-1/old-2 tyrosine kinase family,(53) the Ca-calmodulin

activated kinase kinase 2 (CAMKK2),(54) the ubiquitin-

conjugating enzyme 2 and the mitochondrial fission-related

chondrocyte protein with a poly-proline region (CHPPR),(55)

which all participate in various processes hindering the ageing
Table 2. Ageing/longevity-related homologues of asocial (non-cooperat

Asocial amoeba

gene

Level of

asociality (%)

Ageing-related

homologous gen

DDB0219502 64.7 Unc-10 (Caenorhabditis e

DDB0191265 63.2 Nfyc (C. elegans); NARG

DDB0191503 62.3 Src-2 (C. elegans)

DDB0220010 56.8 CAMKK2 (human)

DDB0187308 56.0 Ubiquitin conjugating enz

DDB0169123 52.2 CHPPR (human)

The table summarizes those genes, which influenced the social behaviou

database of GenAge(81) or homologous ageing-related gene or protein

InParanoid(82), Wormbase(83) and Ensembl(84) databases. From the resid

which were related to either longevity, or accelerated ageing (in paren

appropriate): acad8 (PMID: 17387528); DDB0231250 chaperonin; irlB

psmD1 proteasomal subunit and rpl10 (PMID: 17174052).
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process. Notably, the best documented case of the six ‘anti-

ageing’ genes, the Unc-10 homologue, was among the six

strongest, ‘conditional’ cheaters, which produced more

spores under the experimental conditions of the test applied

in the original paper.(43) Six out of the tested 31 ‘cheater’ and 6

‘loser’ genes may not seem to be a large hit-rate. However, we

would like to note that in the unlisted 31 cases the lack of

identified homologues (11 cases) and the lack of available

biological information were rather predominant. Moreover, we

did not find a single example in which data contrary to the

expectations was ever described. We believe that this uneven

occurrence of data gives rather strong support to the idea that

the genetic background of the non-cooperating phenotype is

helpful in order to reduce the deleterious consequences of

ageing. This assumption is further substantiated by the fact

that screening of the residual 161 genes examined in Ref.(43)

resulted in six additional genes related to ageing or longevity,

listed in the legend of Table 2. When identifying these genes

we took all possibilities into account, including their participa-

tion in neurodegenerative diseases, which is only indirectly

related to the ageing process. In spite of this rather generous

sampling the difference between the likelihood of finding a 6-

gene cohort in the 31 or 161 gene-samples is highly

significant (p< 0.005 using the chi-square probe), which

shows that ageing-related genes are significantly enriched

among the cheater genes of D. discoideum. In summary,

these data provide an additional piece of corroborative

evidence that ageing is a price of cooperation.
Similarity of cooperating and aged
network structures

As a third and more general example, in Fig. 1, we illustrate

the typical networks structure of both competitive and
ing, cheater, defecting) genes in the amoeba D. discoideum

e(s) Relation to ageing/longevity

legans) Causes an approx. 35% increase in longevity(50)

2 (human) Involved in developmental processes in stem cells

and neurons(51,52)

Member of longevity inducing old-1/old-2 tyrosine

kinase family(53)

Preservation of synaptic plasticity in ageing(54)

yme E2 Participation in proteasomal degradation of

damaged proteins

Participation in anti-oxidation defence(55)

r of the amoeba D. discoideum,(43) and had a homologous gene in the

in PubMed. Gene homology has been established by the help of

ual 161 D. discoideum genes examined in Ref.,(43) we have found 6,

theses please find the PubMed ID of the respective papers, where

(PMID: 11846374); kynureine aminotransferase (PMID: 7650530);

BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



Figure 1. Typical network structure of globally cooperative, locally competitive, loose, ‘forever-young’, and locally cooperative, tight, ‘always-

old’ systems. A: Networks of locally competitive systems cooperate globally, at one level higher in the hierarchy of embedded network structures.

These networks have a loose structure with a large number of weak links, have large overlaps of their modules, and have a suppressed

importance of their network skeleton. This structure is typical to the exploratory, ‘forever-young’ systems. B: Networks of locally cooperative

systems have a tight local structure with a small number of strong links, have small overlaps of their modules, and have a key importance of their

network skeleton. This structure is typical to the restrictive, ‘always-old’ systems.

H. J. M. Kiss et al. Hypotheses
cooperative networks. We highlight the main structural

features of the two systems as follows:

Globally cooperative, locally competitive, loose systems

(Fig. 1A)
� h
Bio
ave a looser network structure with a large number of

predominantly weak links;
� a
re less integrated locally, but more integrated globally;
� h
ave large overlaps of their modules and
� h
ave a suppressed importance of their network skeleton.

On the contrary, local, tightly cooperating systems (Fig. 1B)
� h
ave a tight local structure with a small number of pre-

dominantly strong links;
� a
re more integrated locally, but less integrated globally;
� h
ave small overlaps of their modules and
� h
ave a key importance of their network skeleton (for details,

see Supplement Table 1 of Ref.(34)).

It is interesting to note that competitive networks resemble

the stratus-type, or ‘stringy-periphery’ networks, while

cooperative networks are similar to the cumulus-type, or

‘multistar’ networks.(56,57)

The increased importance of network skeleton in

cooperating, ageing networks has another major conse-
Essays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
quence. So far, throughout this paper we have been

concentrating on protein-protein interaction networks at

the cellular level. In protein-protein interaction networks,

the network skeleton, i.e. a set of network pathways,

through which most information travels in the network,

may well be identical with the signalling network.(58)

Signalling networks, especially that of insulin signalling,

play a predominant role in ageing.(59) Interestingly, insulin

signalling is situated in the intersection of many signalling

pathways(60,61) – forming a kind of ‘skeleton of the skeleton’

in the global network context. Thus, the importance of

the skeleton of cooperating networks agrees well with

the well-known importance of signalling in the ageing

process.

An ageing network makes the older nodes rather isolated,

and allows only a limited local spread of information instead of

global coupling. The limited availability of resources in an

ageing network reduces the number of links, which diminishes

modular overlaps, and increases the value of the remaining,

tighter local structures and network skeleton.(18,62) These

age-induced changes in network structure closely resemble

the structure of locally cooperative, tight networks, which

shows that the two processes, the emergence of continuous,

unchanged local cooperation and the age-induced adapta-

tion, go hand-in-hand and enhance each other during network

evolution.
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Ageing as a consequence of cooperation

In the previous section, we demonstrated the co-occurrence

of cooperation and ageing in many examples, including the

co-occurrence of cooperation and ageing in evolutionary

strategies, the enrichment of the anti-ageing gene homo-

logues of the non-cooperating genes of D. discoideum, and

the description of the similarities of cooperative and aged

network structures. Here, we extend our hypothesis showing

that cooperation not only accompanies but actually leads to

ageing, both at the level of the network, and at one level

higher, where the original network is only one of the

cooperating partners.
(1) A
658
t the level of the original network, cooperation leads to

the specialization of elements. Here, the optimal equili-

brium of repair and damage may be disturbed by over-

optimization, in which repair becomes predominant over

damage. Network elements form a rigid, locally integrated

network typical to aged organismswith a slow, predictable

death (Fig. 2A). This pathway towards death resembles

the apoptosis of cells.
(2) C
Figure 2. Ageing as a price of cooperation. We illustrate the ple-

nitude of factors setting or un-setting the balance of damage- and

repair-related processes. A: The equilibrium of damage and repair

may be disturbed by over-optimization, in which repair becomes

predominant over damage. Here, the local cooperation of network

elements leads to their over-specialization. Network elements form a

rigid, locally integrated network typical of aged organisms with a slow,

predictable death. B: The equilibrium of damage and repair may also

be disturbed by over-perturbation. Here, over-perturbation comes
ooperation of the network one level higher may cause

the ‘over-cooperation’ of certain constituent networks.

This extensive involvement in one-level-higher coopera-

tion causes over-perturbation of the constituent, bottom

network leading to the exhaustion of bottom network

resources. Under these conditions, at the bottom network

level damage becomes predominant over repair. Thus

over-perturbation may lead to unexpected, stochastic

disintegration and rapid death (Fig. 2B). This scenario

resembles to the necrosis of cells.
from ‘over-cooperation’ of certain networks (like the central network

on the left side of the panel) at one level higher. Over-perturbation

leads to the exhaustion of resources at the bottom network ‘over-

cooperating’ one level higher. At the bottom network level damage

becomes predominant over repair. Over-perturbation may lead to the

disintegration typical of unexpectedly, stochastically and rapidly dying

organisms. C: The dynamic balance between cooperation and com-

petition may achieve the balance between damage and repair. This

leads to successful ageing, the extreme longevity enjoyed by, for

example, centenarian humans.
The balance between damage and repair is – obviously –

not necessarily upset. We may consider longevity, the healthy

ageing of centenarian humans, as an example of a well-

preserved balance between these two basic factors (Fig. 2C).

This successful ageing process is preserving the equilibrium

between the constituent networks despite their cooperation.

However, this is more the unusual exception than the rule.

From this point of view, the ageing process may be considered

as a landscape (the ‘ageing-landscape’), in which finding the

tight trajectory leading to the simultaneous global and local

optimum, i.e. the healthy, successful ageing described in Fig. 2C

which leads to an exceptionally long life, is similar to the

discovery of its native state by a protein during the folding

process. We may consider the examples of unbalanced

damage and repair in Fig. 2A and B as misfolded proteins

getting trapped in one or another local minimum of their

trajectories.

Turning back to the more usual unbalanced situations (i.e.

the ageing process in the network sense as we defined in this

paper), over-optimization of a network may occur when the
environment is stable and the network has a long, undisturbed

time to adapt to a single set of environmental conditions.

Under these circumstances, networks become rigid and shed

off a large segment of their original richness, which had

helped them adapt to the changing environment. A good

example of this phenomenon is the reductive evolution of

symbiotic organisms, which lose a large segment of their

original genome and form a tightly cooperating metabolic unit

inside their host.(63) Another example of network over-

optimization is cell differentiation, which leads to cellular

senescence. Differentiated cells represent the cooperating
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



Box 3: Respiration, cooperation and resource-

exhaustion: their occurrence in yeasts, tumours,

during the evolution of multicellular organisms and

their consequences for ageing.

Experimental evidence from yeast cells(68) shows that

respiratory ATP production yielding about 32 mol of ATP

per mole of glucose can be regarded as a form of

cooperation. On the contrary, fermentation (having a 16-

time lower yield, but a much higher rate of ATP production)

is a defective strategy, which uses up the available glucose

in an extremely fast manner, forcing the competitors to

starve.(24) In agreement with the features of competitive

and cooperative strategies outlined in Table 1, at a low

level of resources cooperation wins over asocial behaviour.

However, at a high level of resources, non-cooperating,

fermenter yeast cells progressively outperform cooperat-

ing respirators. Similarly to this, tumour cells most often

use fermentation instead of respiration, which is in

agreement with their non-cooperating, invasion-prone

behaviour.(69) Thus, respiration emerges as a prerequisite

of the cooperation necessary to maintain a multicellular

organism at high cellular density and low amount of

resources. However, respiration (especially respiration-

bursts) may lead to the release of free radicals, which

promote the ageing of cooperating cells.(70) In agreement

with this, tumour cells opting for competitive fermentation

do not typically age. Thus, the switch from fermentation to

respiration is not only a key, cooperating step in the

evolution of multicellular, complex systems, but in parallel

with this, respiration-driven free radicals may exhaust the

repair capacity of the host, causing an accelerated

senescence of the constituent cells of the multicellular

organism.
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small phenotype as opposed to the proliferating, non-

cooperating big phenotype of the tumour and stem cell

lineages, in which cellular senescence never occurs.(64) Over-

optimization certainly leads to the excessive loss of symmetry,

which was shown to be related to the ageing process.

Moreover, both themaintenance of symmetry and the repair of

over-optimized cells are costly, and thus accelerate both the

development and ageing of the differentiated, small-pheno-

type cells during limited resource availability. This connects

the over-optimization scenario both to the antagonistic

pleiotropy and the disposable soma theories of ageing.(65,66)

Network closure, i.e. the development of tightly connected

network subsets, helps local cooperation, but when it

predominates, prevents adaptability and innovation even in

social networks.(67) Thus, the over-optimization of network

structure to local cooperation develops the rigid, locally

integrated network seen in Fig. 1B, which is typical of the

‘always-old’, slowly ageing organisms.

The over-perturbation of a network may occur when

network perturbation and concomitant damage becomes so

extensive and continuous as to exhaust the available

resources, including the repair capacity. An interesting

example of resource-exhaustion may develop during the

switch from fermentation to respiration in yeast at high

population densities (Box 3).(68–70) Here, respiration may be

regarded as a cooperative strategy, since it does not consume

glucose and other energy resources in an inefficient but fast

way, as fermentation does. However, cooperative respiration

may lead to an increased production of free radicals, which

becomes especially true when efforts to collect the sparsely

available glucose lead to respiration-bursts increasing the

level of perturbation further. The low energy resources

compromise the repair mechanisms, inducing the accumula-

tion of oxidative damage and consequent ageing.(16,44,71) As

an extension of the fermentation/respiration duality, tumour

cells are typical competitors: they grow rapidly, most of the

time opt for fermentation and do not typically age.(69) We have

to emphasize that the above example is true only when the

equilibrium of increased oxidative damage and limited repair

capacity becomes severely unbalanced. Moreover, recently

more and more examples are being published that question

the predominant role of oxidative stress in ageing.(71) This

emerging controversy may reflect the dual role of oxidative

stress as both a trigger of repair functions and a continuous

burden leading to an overload of repair mechanisms.

The fermentation-to-respiration switch in yeast at high

population densities was already an example of potential

cooperation-induced exhaustion of system resources, in

which cooperation occurred not at the level of network

elements (i.e. proteins of the yeast cell) but between entire

networks represented by the yeast cells themselves. Inter-

cellular cooperation may generally compromise intracellular

repair mechanisms. As a rather general example, there is an
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
increasing overlap between signalling networks and repair

functions as we proceed from unicellular organisms to

humans. The key signalling elements of the Ras-family, the

p53 protein, the poly-ADP-ribose-polymerase and the critical

node of insulin signalling, the Akt/PI-3-kinase complex, all

overlap with critical repair functions. Conversely, the mole-

cular chaperone families, which provide a central mechanism

of protein repair, have numerous connections to various

signalling pathways.(60,61)

The repair function one level higher, at the level of organ-

repair, is exemplified by wound-repair or bone-repair. These

repair functions require the action of the Hedgehog, Notch,

TGF-beta, Wnt and growth factor signalling pathways. All

these organ-repair signalling pathways have an increasing

overlap with the interorgan communication pathways of (1)

nuclear hormone receptors, (2) JAK-STATcytokine signalling
659



Box 4: Possible tests of the hypothesis.

We suggest the following tests of our hypothesis,

proposing that (1) cooperation at the network level leading

to an over-optimized network, as well as (2) cooperation at

one level higher occasionally over-perturbing some of the

constituent networks both make the equilibrium of repair

and damage unbalanced, and both lead to the occurrence

of prolonged damage typical to the ageing process. We

have to note that the cooperation of networks scenario is

extremely complex, and therefore it is a rather dedicated

task to single out cooperation as the only changing

parameter during the experimental setup. However, there

are still many possibilities to choose from, from which we

list only a few:

� Simulations of cooperating organisms: In these in silico

experiments, the cooperation of simulated organisms

can be studied. If the structure of the cooperating units

is planned to be complex enough, the cooperation-

induced unbalance and reduction of fitness can be

demonstrated similarly to the studies in Ref.(36)

� ‘In vitro’ evolution studies: In these studies, the co-

operation/cheating scenarios from Refs(26–31,43) or (68)

can be extended to examine whether extensive co-

operation indeed results in the development of an

ageing phenotype.

� Animal behavioural studies: These studies partially

overlap with the ‘in vitro’ evolution studies described

above, but extend them to more complex organisms. A

good example is the study of insect or other animal

communities, in which cooperation, cheating and their

consequences on the ageing process can be exam-

ined, similarly to that seen in Refs.(33,72)

� Studies onhumans:Obviously, direct studiesof thismost

important subject are difficult to design due to both

ethical concerns and time-limitations. However, the

extensionof studiesmentioned inRef.(37)with theageing

and longevity records may provide a clue. Insulin resis-

tance has been hypothesized to be an evolutionarily

conserved cellular process protecting against damage

from reactive oxygen species, which accelerates

the ageing process.(59) A consistent correlation of

insulin resistance with the behavioural traits similar to

those in Ref.(37) may also give additional support to our

hypothesis.
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and (3) insulin, as we go from simple multicellular organisms

to humans. Here again, a significant suppression of organ-

repair capacity may occur upon the increase of interorgan

communication during embryo development.(61) The exam-

ples can be continued: several layers higher in complexity,

much less attention was paid to the repair of brokers’ physical

and mental health during the recent economic turmoil than

was paid in former, ‘business as usual’ situations. Indeed,

during the selling and buying frenzy, the intensive cooperation

of brokers and clients certainly exhausted their resources (not

only financially, but also personally).

Besides the examples shown above, our hypothesis

showing that the equilibrium of repair and damage may

become unbalanced by (1) cooperation at the network level

leading to an over-optimized network (Fig. 2A), as well as by

(2) cooperation at one level higher occasionally over-

perturbing some of the constituent networks (Fig. 2B) can

be tested in a number of additional ways, a few of which we list

in Box 4.(26–31,33,36,37,43,59,68,72)

As we have seen from the above examples, cooperation

may occur at all levels of complexity.When the organismswant

to catch a lot from themultitude of surrounding resources, they

may re-organize their hierarchical networks, suppressing local

cooperation while expanding global exploration and succes-

sive global cooperation. However, during stress and resource-

exhaustion the loose, global cooperation will be inhibited, and

the remaining resources become re-channelled to maintain a

tight, local cooperation. The former, resource-rich situation

may lead to the suppression of repair, leading to the sudden

ageing of the ‘forever-young’ network in the case of an over-

perturbation, while the latter, resource-poor situation may

cause the over-optimization of the network, inducing an aged,

‘always-old’ network structure. However, we have to note that

the ageing of the individual networks may not necessarily

cause the ageing of the network of networks one level higher in

the hierarchical complexity.

Network elements (representing constituent networks

themselves) age differently and at different speeds. As we

described before, non-cooperating, creative elements may

preserve the ‘forever-young’ phenotype, even in the middle of

an ‘always-old’ network.(40) Creative entrepreneurs at the age

of 50 preserve a risk-taking behaviour typical of 25-year olds,

which gives a good example of the slow ageing of these non-

cooperators.(73) Recent data suggest that the senescence of

creative elements, such as intermodular proteins(74) or stem

cells,(19) is an especially important step in the ageing process

of the whole complex system. The emerging diversity of either

differently over-optimized, or differently damaged networks

together with their behavioural diversity help their coopera-

tion.(21,75) This shows that ageing-induced development of

diversity and the emergence of cooperation once again go

hand-in-hand, and enhance each other in a successful

community.
660
Ageing as consequence of complexity

In this section, we extend the hypothesis outlined in the

previous section proposing that cooperation has the addi-

tional cost of ageing in a large variety of organisms. In the

extension, we go beyond the multiple examples of the past
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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section, and show that the above hypothesis can be

generalized to all major steps of evolution.(20,58,76–80) All

these major steps led to the development of a higher level of

complexity, which required the cooperation of more and more

complicated parts, as detailed in Table 3. Simultaneous with

the occurrence of cooperation, in all these evolutionary

innovations novel types of cooperation-related constraints

have been introduced again and again, which all led to various

forms of over-optimization and unbalance between repair and

accumulating damage, causing an ageing-like process at the

respective level of complexity.
Table 3. Cooperation and ageing at major transitions of evolution

Evolutionary transition(20) Types of cooperationa

Primordial soup (protocell) Macromolecular complexes A

Metabolic and signalling

networks

Independent replicators

(chromosomes)

Coordinated RNA/DNA

replication

In

RNA-world (genetic code) Coordinated DNA transcription

and protein synthesis

R

Prokaryotes (eukaryotes) Mitochondrial and membrane

networks

M

Rearranged, elimination

(proteasome)-centred

protein-protein interaction

network

Asexual clones (sexual

populations)

Mate-selection(76) F

Protists (differentiated

multicellular organisms)

Hormonal regulation A

Immune system

Neuronal networks

Solitary individuals (social

networks)

Group-related nursing of

offspring

In

Division of labour S

Social networks

(human society)

Communication and

transportation networks

In

Globalization

aIn many cases, the emerging cooperation helps the elimination of the dam

Thus coordinated replication helps the development of cell division, w

mitochondria helps the repair of the accumulated damage of concerted tra

resources is often helped by the complexity of cooperation at one level h
bAgeing at this level does not necessarily lead to the ageing of the next,
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We summarize the most important appearances of

evolution-related ageing-type processes in the following

examples:
� D
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em
uring the assembly of the protocell, the development of

macromolecular complexes and networks led to the

appearance of ‘hot spots’, i.e. macromolecular segments

accumulating a high amount of local energy as well as

collecting and amplifying the perturbations of the whole,

integrated system.(40,58) The amplification of perturbations

not only gave excellent chances for increased catalytic
Cooperation-related ageing

t one level lower in the

hierarchyb
At the same level of

hierarchy

umulated perturbations at

bs and other key points of

acromolecular networks

ading to increased local

olecular damage(40,58)

Growth-induced tensions and

subsequent division of the

protocell

eased physical constraints

ading to a larger probability

RNA/DNA breaks and

mage

Chromosomal aberrations

and failures

ulation constraints (e.g.

ited monomer availability):

nthesis of damaged RNA

d protein molecules

Transport- and speed-adjust-

ment insufficiencies

leading to propagating

damage

chondrial free radical produc-

n leading to oxidative

mage(71)

Energy surplus causing an

accelerated, error-prone

synthesis of macromole-

cules and an elimination-

centred macromolecule

metabolism

ility-induced excesses of

etabolism and consequent

celeration of ageing

Sexual conflict-induced

ageing(77,78)

umulated perturbations at

bs and other key points of

llular networks leading to

creased local damage

uscle injuries, immunode-

iencies, neurodegenera-

n, etc.)

Insufficient mediation of

conflict (civilization

diseases, autoimmune

diseases, etc.)

eased longevity (meno-

use)(2) allowing the develop-

ent of ageing

Accelerated dispersal of

homogenous network

groups(79,80)

ss of group-hierarchy

tablishment

rmation-overload, accel-

ation- and civilization-

duced stress

Environmental pollution

(climate-change)

e caused by the already established cooperation at one level lower.

h is an emerging problem of cell growth; the energy surplus of

cription and translation, etc. The mediation of conflict in the use of

her in the organization.

erging level of complexity.
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actions, but also concentrated the damage and required the

emergence of repair mechanisms.
� T
he evolution of coordinated replication, transcription and

protein synthesis induced increasing physical constraints

as well as problems with coordination of adjustable trans-

port and speed. All of these led to an increase in local

molecular damage as well as in the synthesis of truncated

or damaged RNA molecules and proteins. The accumula-

tion of such types of damage is a typical sign of the ageing

process.
� T
he development of eukaryotes required the cooperative

action of respiration, as detailed in Box 3, which set free a

continuous bombardment of free radicals, which signifi-

cantly contribute to the damage-load leading to ageing.
� T
he development of sexual reproduction induced a variety

of sexual conflicts, which have a well-documented contri-

bution to the ageing process.(76–78)
� T
he appearance of multicellular, differentiated organisms

not only required a sophisticated and often malfunctioning

transport system for nutrients and oxygen, but also led to

the damage-inducing amplification of the perturbations at

one level higher in the cellular networks of neurons, immune

and muscle cells, etc.
� T
he development of social networks invoked various types

of psychosocial stress, which – if experienced in a chronic

form – rapidly promote ageing.
� F
inally, the current development of globalized communica-

tion and transportation networks caused an information-

overload, and an acceleration of everyday life, which led to

previously inexperienced types of civilization stresses, and

caused massive environmental pollution leading to the

currently experienced climate change and the ageing of

the global ecosystem.

This chain of events shows that (1) cooperation is a

general feature of all major evolutionary innovations at higher

and higher levels, and (2) all novel forms of this cooperation

evoked novel types of accumulating damage, leading to an

ageing-like phenomenon of the respective complex system.

Thus, ageing emerges not only as a price of cooperation, but

also as a price of the emerging complexity of the self-

organizing matter.
Conclusions: ageing as a price of
cooperation and complexity

In conclusion, in this paper, we have outlined the hypothesis

that cooperation generally leads to the ageing of cooperating

units. First, we gave several examples in which ageing co-

occurred with cooperation: (1) we showed that in the two

major evolutionary strategies of survival, cooperative beha-

viour is associated with a greater predominance of ageing
2

(Table 1.); (2) we listed the enriched anti-ageing homologues

of ‘non-cooperative, cheater genes’ in the amoeba

D. discoideum (Table 2) and (3) we described the resem-

blance of locally cooperative network structures to that of the

aged, ‘always-old’ network (Fig. 1).

Next, we outlined an extension of the ‘network theory of

ageing’ hypothesis showing that the equilibrium of repair and

damage may become unbalanced by (1) cooperation at the

network level leading to an over-repaired, over-optimized,

‘always-old’-type network structure, ageing slowly and dying

in a predictable, apoptosis-like process (Fig. 2A). The

equilibrium of repair and damage may also become

unbalanced by (2) cooperation at one level higher occasion-

ally over-perturbing some of the constituent networks and

exhausting their resources leading to inefficient repair, fast

ageing and death in a stochastic, necrosis-like process

(Fig. 2B). We gave (a) the reductive evolution of symbionts

and (b) cell differentiation as examples of over-optimization-

induced cellular senescence. We related over-optimization to

the antagonistic pleiotropy and disposable soma theories of

ageing. To illustrate the multitude of cooperation-related

cases leading to resource-exhaustion we listed (c) the

production of age-promoting free radicals by the respira-

tion-driven cooperative use of external glucose in yeast and

differentiated cells (as opposed to fermenting tumours, Box

3), (d) the overlap of signalling pathways with cellular repair

mechanisms and (e) the overlap of tissue-repair-related and

interorgan communication-related signalling pathways, all

raising significant conflicts of interest in using the resources of

the cells. We also gave examples of over-optimized structures

and over-perturbing, resource-exhausting situations in social

networks, and proposed tests to validate or refute our

hypothesis (Box 4).

Finally, we extended the hypothesis and showed that the

cooperation of more andmore complex units was a necessary

behaviour in all major steps of evolution, and it induced a

novel, ageing-like phenomenon at each of these evolutionary

innovations (Table 3). Thus, ageing emerges as a price of

complexity, which is not only induced, but also helped by

cooperation, going hand-in-hand and enhancing each other in

a successful community.

Our hypothesis not only gives a novel view of ageing by

examining the effects of cooperation on the equilibrium of

cooperating systems, and not only shows in three generally

applicable examples that the deteriorating effects of the

ageing process co-occur with cooperation, but gives several

examples and test options to show that the equilibrium of

repair and damage may become unbalanced by (1)

cooperation at the network level, leading to an over-optimized

network, as well as by (2) cooperation at one level higher,

over-perturbing some of the constituent networks. Moreover,

the hypothesis extends the causative link between coopera-

tion and ageing and proposes that cooperation in all major
BioEssays 31:651–664, � 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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steps of evolution induced a novel, ageing-like phenomenon.

This novel understanding of ageing as a consequence of

cooperation gives a novel understanding of the ageing

process as a price for the complexity we enjoy on the Earth.
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Highlights from this issue
Highlights from this issue
Where does B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia originate?

A strategic question in battling B-cell acute lymphoblastic

leukemia (B-ALL) is the cellular origin and subsequent

evolutionary path of the disease. Chromosomal abnormalities

in haematopoietic cells are the likely starting point. However,

the cells which are capable of supporting disease progression

vary in different B-ALLs and appear to be responsible

for spreading, recurrence, and resistance to therapy. Since,

B-ALL is often diagnosed at later stages, the typing of cancer

cells as malignant counterparts to normal B-cell precursors is

likely to be misleading. This is because the path of arrest in

B-cell development in cancer may be due to a variety of

factors related to oncogenic activation and tumor growth.

B-cell plasticity and the ability to reacquire stem/early

progenitor features further complicate the picture. On pages

600–609 of this issue, Cobaleda and Sánchez-Garciá discuss

this dilemma, and its significance for the proposed cancer

stem cell (CSC) hypothesis, which proposes the hetero-

geneous tissue

organization of can-

cer, with cells cap-

able of renewing the

cellular diversity of

the original tumor. It

is argued that a

given CSC pheno-

type should not be

assumed to corre-

late with the cellular

origin of the leukemia. The use of new mouse models of

cancer which incorporate CSC theory, oncogenic reprogram-

ming, and B-cell plasticity, may provide significant advantages

in clarifying disease evolution and therefore successful

therapeutic intervention.

� PhotoDisk, Inc.
United we age, divided we go out with a bang
Non-cooperating species make

no compromises with resources:

their members expand in the

niche, take as much as they

can get, develop quickly, and

reproduce once, in massive

numbers, before a banal cala-

mity can undermine their vulner-

able stand-alone existence (e.g.,

a mayfly gets eaten by a bird):

their life is so short that they do

not ‘‘age’’. However, as indivi-

duals or other entities (e.g.,

proteins) assemble into complex

interacting networks, compro-

mises are made, leading to sub-optimal distribution of

maintenance resources to the network’s subunits: each

subunit therefore ages. This is the premise for the hypothesis

of Kiss et al. on pages 651–664: in organisms that cooperate

in a group society (the so-called ‘‘K-strategists’’), the scarcity

of resources resulting from distribution in the group leads to

individuals’ gradual ageing – hand-in-hand with a relatively

long life. Such species (e.g., birds and humans) reproduce

many times at intervals, and cooperate in communities, but

each individual manages with less than ‘‘enough’’, in the

interest of the group. Ageing appears to arise from the

condensation of networks into cooperating units, also at the

level of cells. Stem cells are forever young, and they contain a

complete diversity of quietly humming genetic networks, just

waiting to be reduced and condensed in discrete areas during

the process of differentiation into a particular cell type. In

differentiated cells, this reduction in network diversity, and

condensation of the system into strictly cooperating sub-

networks, dooms the cells to senescence, it is claimed. Again,

cooperation (also at the level of the tissue) is accompanied by

ageing. With numerous other examples, Kiss et al. extend

their ideas from the level of protein interaction networks up to

populations, and even human society.
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